With Pluralsight Skills, you can enable everyone to upskill at their own pace, ensure your teams have the right skills for specific projects, and empower your organization to predictably build tech skills at scale.

Know your teams are on track to reach your goals

- Deliver on your top initiatives faster with skill development plans and skill progress insights with priorities
- Index the skills of your entire organization with Skill IQ
- Upskill employees into modern tech roles with Role IQ
- Build high-performing teams that meet objectives with advanced analytics

The skills to move faster

- Learn from our network of 1,500+ authorities on cloud, microservices, machine learning, security, agile and more
- Develop and apply skills faster with personalised recommendations from Iris
- Overcome roadblocks quickly by using Q&A to harness your organisation’s expertise
- Practice cloud skills in real AWS, Azure and Google Cloud environments with cloud labs
- Accelerate your skills strategy with the help of our powerful Professional Services

Deliver on time, every time

- Become more reliable, adaptable, scalable and secure
- Speed up release cycles
- Cut costs and improve efficiency

“Traditionally, during turbulent times, the budget for IT training gets cut. However, the ability to upskill and reskill tech teams is more important than it has ever been. The way we work is changing rapidly and we have to be ready. My advice is to make skilling as easy as possible. Empowering your employees to learn is the most important thing you can do for your organization’s future success.”

- Saad Bashir, CTO of the City of Seattle